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About Vulpour S.A

Vulpour is a South African black and woman owned group of companies offering a wide spectrum of
professional services and products, ranging from landscaping, environmental and construction.

Vulpour will expand its business service offering to property and interior design in
 the near future. Vulpour is a fairly young and growing business which was established in 2017.

Your Journey Beyond Excellence

Our Services
Beyond Your Expectations

On the landscaping front, Vulpour offers professional residential estate landscapes as well as luxury hotels,
Holiday resorts, shopping centres, hospitals, corporate office parks and other related commercial projects.
On the Environmental side, Vulpour with its dynamic and multidisciplinary team of skilled, experienced and

knowledgeable in the environmental field offers quality environmental products, services to its clients.
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I, Rainy Mashitisho has acquired a wealth of requisite skills, knowledge and experiences of over
20 years in the Environmental Field within the public sector (both at a Provincial and Municipal level of

government). I desire to learn, grow and challenge myself has seen my acquire various educational
qualificationssuch as the Master’s Degree in Environmental Management, Master’s Diploma in

Human Resources just to name a few.

Knowing How To Help

I have been an ethical leader who was appointed at the executive and strategic level in the public
Sector, where I contributed significantly to the environmental governance and sustainability

agenda tasked with the responsibility of strategic development, direction and management of the
Environmental compliance in inculcating the culture of environmental responsibility.

I have functional knowledge of the environmental legislation.
I have managed complex and strategic development

projects inpromoting sustainability and best practice. I have developed and driven environmentally
related strategies, I have lead, coached, mentored and managed multi- disciplinary teams at various

 levels and work streams.
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